
Thanks for the insightful and helpful reviews, which will significantly improve our paper. Below, we refer to our Self
Validation Module as SVMo. R1, R2, R3 indicate to whom the concern belongs. All figures can be zoomed in for better
view. Ground truth is in red, predictions are in blue, and predicted eye gaze point of the gaze-based model is in green.
Novelty [R2]: First, we propose a novel, effective, flexible (lines 43-48) and robust method of mutual self validation
to model human foveated vision, inspired by both cognitive science and computer vision. Blurring has been used to5

simulate foveation, but this greatly reduces global context. Our SVMo does not require blurring yet can efficiently use
the consistency of our vision system. SVMo bridges global and local context both spatially (e.g., whole frame vs anchor
box) and temporally (e.g., video vs single frame). Second, we systematically study object-level attention and show that
joint prediction of attended object class and location benefits each other. Existing work on object attention [5, 6] only
predicts location, not class. Other contributions include exhaustive experiments which may be useful for future studies.10

Qualitative results [R1,R2,R3] comparing our model with baselines are in Fig. 1. Regular gaze prediction models
fail [R3] in (c)&(d) due to the discrepancy between what and where (note we use ground truth bounding boxes in
the gaze-based model, so failure is entirely caused by eye gaze prediction). In (c), the predicted gaze falls on the
intersection of 3 objects, slightly closer to the center of the rabbit. In (d), eye gaze doesn’t fall on any object. The
discrepancy makes gaze-based methods not robust to small shifts in gaze estimation. A more unified model (I3D-based15

SSD, the cascade model, and our model) thus achieves better performance. In (a) & (b), we show where our model
outperforms I3D-based SSD and the cascade model. Because we use SVMo to inject consistency, Mr. Net performs
better when many objects including the object of interest are densely close to each other.
Sample failure cases of our model [R1,R2,R3] in Fig.2: (a) heavy occlusion, (b) ambiguity of which held object is
attended, (c) the model favors the object that is reached for, and (d) an extremely difficult case where parent’s reach is20

occluded by an object held by the child. We looked for examples where our model fails while baselines are correct, but
have found none; when our model fails, so do the baselines.
The effect of each part [R1,R3], including the role of the temporal branch [R1]: see Fig. 3 for an example. (a)
shows the intermediate anchor attention score A∈Ra×1 from the temporal branch, visualized as the top 5 attended
anchors with attention scores. It is anchor-level attention and no box offsets are predicted here. Besides A, the temporal25

branch also predicts a latent global object of interest class score Cglobal∈R1×c. (b) shows visualizations of the predicted
anchor offsets O∈Ra×4 and box class score Cbox∈Ra×c from the spatial branch (only of the top 5 attended anchors).
(c) combines outputs from both branches; this is the final prediction of the model trained with SVMo but tested without
it in the ablation studies. The predicted class is obtained from Cglobal and we combine A and O to get the location. In
this example, the class prediction is correct but not the location. (d) shows prediction of our full model. By applying30

SVMo, the full model correctly predicts location and class. We also did two new experiments: (1) train with SVMo,
test with only the what−→where validation (the first step of our SVMo); (2) train without SVMo, test with only the
what−→where validation. We got 43.88% mAP and 37.87% mAP respectively, indicating both steps of the SVMo help.
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Figure 1: Results from Mr. Net and base-
lines. For Gaze+GT Box+Hit, there can
be zero or more predictions.
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Figure 2: Some failure
cases of our model.
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Figure 3: Example of how
parts of our model work.

Intermediate representations [R3] are qualitatively
visualized in Fig.3 and discussed above. In our abla-35

tion studies, the model trained with SVMo but tested
without it gives reasonable mAP , quantitatively sug-
gesting these representations are highly meaningful.
Evaluating class labels [R1]: Yes, the class is also
evaluated; a prediction is correct if it both (a) has the40

correct class and (b) the IoU between the estimated
and the ground truth boxes is above a threshold.
Trainable parameters [R2]: The model has 64M
parameters. SVMo has no trainable parameters, mak-
ing it very flexible and can be added to training or45

testing anytime. Also, we can only use half of the vali-
dation module (lines 31-33) and still get improvement.
It is even possible to stack multiple SVMo’s.
I3D-based SSD vs our model [R2]: The baseline
SSD uses the very strong feature extractor of Incep-50

tion I3D, the same as our temporal branch. Mr. Net still achieves 10% improvement over I3D-based SSD on ATT, and
even greater improvement (23%) on Epic-Kitchens, suggesting our model is more competitive on challenging datasets.
1- vs 2-stream results [R2]: It’s interesting that RGB stream alone achieves higher AP0.5 than our full model but lower
AP0.75 and mAP , suggesting flow leads to more high-quality detections. We hypothesize that optical flow helps better
identify where is attended: e.g., hand movement may indicate reaching, which is correlated with attention.55

Time window [R3]: Thanks. We will do this for the camera ready.
Grammar and typos [R2]. Thanks. A native English speaker will proofread the final draft.


